Research has neglected to address the question of whether practitioners and the community groups served by community radio see it as a conduit of community empowerment and social change. This article explores this question through in-depth analysis of four community radio stations in Ireland. The central finding is that while community stations subscribe to most of the ideals of community radio, practitioners do not generally see the stations as sites of social and political empowerment. Moreover, this outcome is not recognised as a benefit by the communities served by the stations. This is the case because of the policy framework, cultural traditions and training programmes central to community radio in Ireland, the weakness of linkages between stations and community groups and the failure of the latter to understand the unique remit of community radio. 
inequality, homogenisation, undermining the sense of community, corporate enclosure of knowledge, elitist processes of communication, policy-making and the erosion of communication rights ' (2006: 2-10) . Similarly, trends towards dumbing-down, Hollywoodisation and trivialisation of the important are all indicators of the media's continued failure to protect the public good (Splichal, 2002) . Splichal notes however that despite fundamental questions about the function of the media in relation to the public, the idea of the media possessing some kind of 'watchdog' agenda persists in social commentary as a general function of the media in society (2002:11) . As a 'watchdog' on behalf of the public the media acts to bring to its attention political, economic or administrative abuses of power (Splichal, 2002:8-9) . Commentators still accept that the media have social responsibilities which include 'the nuts and bolts of reporting and representation' but also 'the principles which underlie these responsibilities', and which in turn need to be based on 'an interrogation of the increasingly global context in which they have to be exercised' (Silverstone, 2007:22) . The goal of media democratisation, in the sense of maximising freedom and equality of communication, remains a challenge in an era of neo-liberal globalization and it is to this latter agenda that the endeavour of community radio is addressed. Meadows et al (2005) document the increasingly global reach that community radio has had in recent decades. The community radio sector worldwide is expanding and diversifying onto internet platforms and yet it retains at its core a 'participatory' relationship with its varied communities (Girard, 1992:13) . Community radio is 'ideally audience-controlled, autonomous and concerned with challenging power' (Elliott, 2010: 9) . The primary agenda of community broadcasting, which distinguishes it from public service and commercial equivalents, is that community radio constitutes a distinctive form of media with strong connections to the local community or community of interest that it is licensed to serve. The World Association of Community Radio Broadcasters (AMARC) reinforces this interpretation of community radio by proposing that Amarc's goal is to 'combat poverty, exclusion and voicelessness and to promote social justice and sustainable, democratic and participatory human development" the organisation works to 'reinforce the social, developmental and humanitarian impact of community media' (AMARC, 2011) . Barlow similarly argues that community stations work to strengthen their communities 'through the cultural production and reproduction of radio programming which is used as a tool for popular education, social justice and socioeconomic development […] to promote community dialogue and to present audio evidence in support of movements for progressive social change ' (1988:101) . Servaes adds that this implies for every community radio broadcaster a democratic dimension; popular participation in the management of the station and in the production of its programes. Community radio is accessible; it is neither the expression of political power nor the expression of capital. It is the expression of the population (1999: 260).
Thus a key objective of community radio is to work to empower communities, to promote dialogue and debate and to move towards social justice and progressive social change. Oftentimes, community radio very successfully achieves these ends as documented by Chaparro Escudero (2004) , Gordon (2009) and Elliott (2010) , but community radio can also be less than representative of communities. For instance as Günnel notes Many stations have difficulties involving the target groups they aim to address, for example, women and so-called "socially disadvantaged groups" (people with a migrant background, with limited school education, elderly people, homeless etc.). Strategies to involve these target groups seem to be missing (2008: 87).
Moreover Meadows et al point to the difficulty in identifying and interrogating community broadcast audiences and note 'the one element absent from virtually all scholarly work on community broadcasting thus far is the audience ' (2005:181) .
This article addresses this lacunae in knowledge by outlining firstly, the extent to which the stations achieve these aims for their wider communities and secondly, by examining the extent to which Irish stations subscribe to the theoretical aims of community radio. In exploring these issues in detail the research selected four community radio stations, from a total of twenty possible stations, two urban and two rural stations, which had not previously been researched. Over a seven-month period in 2010 the authors conducted informal interview-based research in each of the four stations, observing how they were managed and operated. The authors interviewed 33 staff and volunteers from the stations as well as conducting interviews with representatives from eight community groups, identified by station managers and volunteers as groups they worked with, in each of the four catchment areas.
The Social and Political Benefits of Community Radio
The key research findings revealed that in defining the benefits generated by community radio the consensus among the stations examined was that community radio in Ireland builds a sense of shared community, provides a localised and relevant information service for the community and provides training for volunteers. The Irish practitioners views of the benefits to be derived from community radio very much tallied with the theoretical ideals delineated in the literature, however, the political dimension was lacking, stations did not emphasise their role as contributors to the progressive development of society nor did they acknowledge that the radio stations should be channels of social and political change. Among the community groups within the station's catchment areas, the service function of the station overrode its process function. In other words, community actors engaged with the lower level forms of participation offered by the stations, rather than the higher levels of direct control and access to the airwaves advocated in the theoretical aims of community radio. In short, the stations tended to work for rather than with communities, and the information and publicity service approach dominated any more radical or transformative political end. The benefits of community radio as understood by practitioners are outlined in detail below.
Building a Community
All participants in community radio stations noted that their broadcasts facilitated local people in engaging with the broader community and in this way counteracted isolation and generated a sense of belonging amongst the wider community. Typically the stations researched were proactive in engaging at some level with community groups in their areas. They frequently made very intentional efforts to move outside the physical confines of their studios in order to interact with communities at particular events. Informants highlighted the emphasis the station placed on participating in events in the community. 'The station comes to events and broadcasts […] we get out as often as possible, we work very hard on that (personal communication)'. The stations were very open to promoting community events on air, and they were conscious of creating connections for networks of community groups to engage with each other as well as to connect to their client base through the medium of radio. They observed that this network was generated in part by other organisational connections held by the staff. 'With 100 plus volunteers each one of them is involved in at least one other organization so if something happens they're onto us (personal communication)'. As a presenter on one station commented on the impact of community radio for community groups in their area, The big benefit is that they have something they know they can access and they can build relationships and channel their information. A lot of community groups are connected to one another so we're becoming part of the network, if we can give them a hand we can benefit the community (personal communication).
Community development activists concurred that the stations contributed to the generation of a shared sense of community. One respondent highlighted the service provided by the station to people with disability in the town and its surrounds, offering them work experience and teaching them new skills. 'The station develops their own sense of independence […] it delivers real tangible outcomes (personal communication)'. The other area she identified as an important achievement of the station was their work with smaller groups and communities from ethnic minorities, noting that the station 'gets people involved who otherwise wouldn't be involved […] they try to include the most isolated in the station (personal communication)'. Another radio station had some links to a variety of formalised community groups in its area, in particular with a community centre in the local town -which offered rehabilitative training, sheltered work, employment advice, and a residential service to people with intellectual disabilities. The station was a favourite of residents and clients and was played all day in the centre. A number of residents visited the station and staff and volunteers took the time to sit and chat with the visitors. As noted by many other people talking about the station, the centre's representative noted that the local news (community diary), obituaries and religious services on Sunday were all extremely important to their residents and clients.
In this way volunteers and staff actively sought to include a wide range of local community groups in their programming and to connect community groups through the radio station. As a volunteer with one station succinctly put it 'community radio is about a community speaking to itself and giving people that chance to participate, to be part of it and shape their own community (personal communication) ' . In yet another station the manager emphasised that creating linkages was one of the station's main foci. Both the manager and staff and volunteers interviewed within the station explicitly aspired to link with community groups and get the station more widely known in the area. But the issue of resources arose, with staff commenting on the difficulties faced in becoming more widely known. As one of the voluntary staff in the station notes, 'we'd like to do more of going out to particular areas […] I'd like to see more community centres getting involved but the problem is resources (personal communication)'. One key commentator argued that the role of the community radio station was to facilitate the community in dialogue by bringing people into the station to participate in programmes, by ensuring that this constituted a positive experience for the participant and that essentially community radio would not mediate people or explain people to the listeners, rather it would provide the technical facility for people to tell their own stories. As another key informant put it I think a social benefit that community media can do is bringing all these activists together, sharing their experiences and information and building on it. It's a synergy of information that's there. And this again is an entirely different form of media where it's really about information sharing. And I think ultimately that's the sort of social benefit that community radio can deliver for its community (personal communication).
This sense of constructing community and creating connection also existed in the sense of a community 'within' the stations. These internal communities of practitioners shared a common interest in community radio and through their interactions in the station they had created social networks that were inclusive of people who may otherwise have been quite marginalised in their social worlds. A presenter from one station noted the weight given by the station community to involving volunteers and ensuring that they felt comfortable in that environment. 'We have volunteers where this is like a home, it's a community, the people that come in, they feel like they belong here (personal communication)'. As a community with a shared interest, which was inclusive of all volunteers, community radio provided a distinct benefit to those that participate by constituting a 'community within' the radio station while also generating a sense of connection to the wider community.
Localised Information Service
A further benefit generated by community radio was the news and information service provided, which was localised for the community. Information services that radio practitioners named as important included highlighting citizen's information services or referring listeners to appropriate public service agencies. This service was deemed important to listeners because it was customised to their needs. At a more macro level, community radio also addressed broad educational and informational issues. For example, in its capacity to broadcast information to the local community one station was particularly focused on its remit to educate and inform about disability. As the station manager put it
We're the only community station that has a disability ethos written into its contract with the Broadcasting Authority of Ireland. We're very proud to be able to deliver an informative view about issues pertaining to disability, to allow volunteers with disability to come in work with us here, present shows, have community notice-boards and have programming dealing with topics pertaining to disability (personal communication).
In this way community radio provided an informational service that was of benefit to communities because it went largely unaddressed by any other media service.
For the community groups interviewed the primary importance of community radio to them was this publicity function. Stations generally publicised the activities of community groups, interviewed people involved in community centres and broadcast from the community groups' offices from time to time. The centrality of the impact of the publicity function for the community groups was undisputed. Through raising awareness of community groups, one radio station had led to an increase in the number of people availing of a group's services. Similarly in a second community centre, which catered to 38 groups, or over 130,000 people in the area, the coordinator viewed the community radio service as particularly important in getting information to people. Echoing many other commentators, the community centre's coordinator commented that the larger commercial stations remained, by and large, disinterested in engaging with small community groups, but community radio had been very supportive of the centre's work with regard to publicity 'they have room for us to get our message across […] they are a vital link for the community to sit down and listen to the community (personal communication)'. Another large community development centre, which had over 50 paid staff, also made extensive use of the station to advertise its events and training. The centre staff member interviewed noted that, when an event was held, they always asked how people heard about it and found that 'approximately 60 percent of people hear about our events through the station (personal communication)'.
Training Benefit
Another benefit of community radio that practitioners acknowledged and valued was the training that it provided. Volunteers were trained in the practical and intellectual skills required to produce radio programmes, they gained invaluable on-air experience which allowed them to continually up-skill, and they developed personal and professional skills from their exposure to the unique work environment of the community station. Typically the training provision initially involved socialisation into the workings of the station, beginning with an informal meeting with the station manager to discuss details of the areas that were of interest to volunteers and their availability to participate in activities. This progressed to volunteers doing voice tests for on-air work or alternatively finding a role that fulfilled the volunteers' specific individual needs and capabilities. The training was generally on-going and multifaceted, with everything from researching, producing, editing and technical skills covered. The outcome of this training for participants varied from facilitating entry into professional broadcasting to more processoriented benefits such as facilitating people in discovering new capacities and expanding their range of social abilities. Volunteers and participants gained insights or skills in the production and creative capacities required to make radio programmes, either by producing programmes or simply by participating in them on-air. For students and volunteers interested in pursuing careers in broadcasting, the training received at the station was invaluable in progressing this aim, by facilitating them in up-skilling technically, by increasing their confidence in their production abilities and by providing a supportive work-environment in which to further their interest in community radio.
Thus in all the key benefits that community radio provided, according to both practitioners and community activists were the provision of training, providing a localised news and information service, and generating a sense of community belonging. However the central objectives of community radio according to the international literature includes the aim of acting as a channel for community emancipation, but was not strongly recognised or advocated in either the stations or the community groups researched. Community radio activists did not generally see their work as central to the task of social change and empowerment for community groups. Participants did however identify a role for community radio in promoting democratic communication, in so far as the stations all recognised the importance of promoting ideas and issues that were important to their communities. But this idea of the station 'giving voice' to those who might otherwise remain silent was limited to a sense of agendas being determined by listeners, rather than any more radical political interpretation of giving power to the marginalised or disenfranchised. While community radio definitely served as a support in publicising community groups' work and services, it did not generally act as a portal for the voices of people attending the community groups, which rarely considered producing their own programmes, or driving the agenda for pubic debate. The level of engagement between stations and wider community groups remained at the lower end of participation rather than at a higher end of empowering community groups to direct the activities and content of the station. The issue of political empowerment and engagement was simply not on the agenda for either radio or community group activists. When asked about the station's role in promoting debate on issues relating to marginalisation and disadvantage in the area, one community group's representative noted that
We contacted them to put some events and issues on the radio which they did [examples cited include issues and events around International Women's Day, the National Day for the Eradication of Poverty, and the 16 Days of Action against Violence Against Women], but on the whole, the station does not go for controversial issues […] It's a safe pair of hands, therefore people are not alienated, and that's alright (personal communication).
Reflecting further on their work with the station, community group representatives acknowledged that they should use the station more by working with people in local community groups to put together their own programmes. While staff within the centre felt that the station was open to this, they feel that the impetus, and a large amount of time and energy for this, would have to come from the centre itself and that 'this would be a huge thing (personal communication)', staff noted that 'we could both [the station and centre] be more proactive in putting together a genuine communitybased programme (personal communication)'. While the station lacked this level of proactivity in assisting groups produce their own programmes, centre staff note that it nonetheless was 'terribly supportive of community activity with a huge loyalty from the community […] we'd miss them terribly if they were gone and, without them, the place would be significantly poorer (personal communication)'. But essentially the main purpose that community radio served for the groups in their areas was to act merely as a publicity channel for community groups and their activities rather than as forums for political discussion or as agents of political empowerment. The democratic nature of communication was clearly articulated as a positive and beneficial aspect of community radio but the objective of advocating for social and political change or acting as a channel for community education in the name of social justice and socioeconomic development (Barlow, 1988) were not articulated as central to the community radio agenda in Ireland.
While community radio activists subscribed very closely to most of the benefits of community radio as outlined by theoretical analysts, and saw it as a phenomenon that generated social gain, nonetheless a fundamental mismatch existed between the objective of promoting community empowerment as espoused in the international ideals of community broadcasting and the articulation of the objectives of the radio service expressed by radio practitioners and community groups in the transmission areas in Ireland. With regard to a key objective of community radio, to be the 'voice of the people' or to collapse the boundaries between the radio stations and the communities they serve, with the specific objective in mind of empowering local communities to generate social change, the research reveals that community radio stations fall short on both adopting and achieving this objective. Instead of acting to channel community groups onto the airwaves for developmental purposes, the stations acted instead in a more limited capacity, mostly to facilitate groups in publicising issues, agencies and events. This raises the obvious question of why it is that Irish community radio does not adopt a political function. This article argues that this is so because of the particular characteristics of Irish community broadcasting, including the policy framework that underpins it, the historical tradition of local, commercial and pirate radio provision in Ireland and because radio training emphasises radio production over community development. Moreover community development groups have failed to integrate adequately with community stations, they fail to understand the political agenda that is integrally connected to community radio, and so have used it only as a publicity forum which means that community radio does not achieve its political potential.
Explaining the absence of political objectives and benefits
The absence of an explicitly political remit for community radio in Ireland may be explained by a combination of the historical evolution of community radio in Ireland, which has overlapped and intersected with the emergence of local commercial stations, the training focus amongst community stations, which disproportionately focuses on practical broadcasting issues rather than community activism, and broadcasting policy, which does not explicitly adopt AMARC's political objectives. With regard to the latter, within the policy sphere, community radio guidelines in Ireland direct the sector towards generating social rather than political benefits. This in turn impacts on the stated objectives of the stations, as well as their operational ethos and the content of their programming schedules, all of which are determined by the broadcasting regulator's licensing processes. Community radio in Ireland has always had a very close relationship with the regulator. In fact it emerged from a pilot-project established in 1994 by the national broadcasting regulator the Broadcasting Commission of Ireland. As part of the support structures put in place, the Commission part-adopted the 1994 AMARC Community Radio Charter for Europe , as a statement of the objectives community stations should aim to achieve. An initial policy document defined community radio as characterised by a not-for-profit ownership where membership, management, operation and programming were primarily undertaken by members of the community at large (BCI, 2001: 3) . Stations included in the community broadcasting strand were expected to 'promote and support active participation by this community at all levels in the operation; (and) operate in a manner which is in keeping with the ethos or value system which underpins community activity' (BCI, 2001: 3) . Most recently, community radio in Ireland was bound by the 2009 Broadcasting Act, which altered the definition of community radio to include a provision on social benefit 'programme material in pursuance of the contract will be effected with the sole objective of-(i) specifically addressing the interests of, and seeking to provide a social benefit to, the community concerned' (Stationery Office, 2009) . Ultimately the objective of community radio practitioners in Ireland was to meet the ideal of generating social benefit for communities but the more strongly stated political directive contained in the AMARC charter whereby community radio 'responds to the needs of the community which it serves and contributes to its development in a progressive manner, promoting social change' was absent from the Irish policy framework and in part explains the lack of political emphasis on social change evident in the operation of community radio in Ireland.
The absence of an explicitly politically-oriented curriculum was also evident in the training of community radio participants undertaken by the stations and the umbrella body CRAOL, which tended to emphasise the development of broadcasting-related skills rather than the education of practitioners as community activists. This in effect meant that there was not a very explicit level of awareness of community radio's political agenda amongst the practitioners researched and consequently less evidence of or demand for changes to the status quo or overall orientation of community radio in Ireland. As noted earlier, the training that community radio participants engaged with in the stations researched tended to focus on the production and creative skills required for programme making. None of the stations researched had run training sessions specifically on community development or the politics of the international community radio movement. This was perhaps the case because the community radio umbrella organisation CRAOL facilitated training for members at an annual weekend of training 'Féile' or festival. However, the training offered by the forum, for volunteers in 2010 for instance, focused disproportionately on broadcasting or radio skills rather than community development issues. From a total of 16 training workshops, four had what could be considered a broadly community development, as opposed to radio skills, focus. Specifically these workshops addressed topics such as media literacy, intercultural issues, creating a women's network and steps to social inclusion. Thus within the community radio movement the agenda of political change is not very heavily articulated within the training programmes provided for participants.
Moreover, historically the boundaries between commercial and community radio in Ireland have been very fluid and blurred. Community radio in Ireland was unavoidably influenced by the domination of the pirate commercial stations that developed in tandem with it. In the 1970s and 1980s between 70 and 80 commercial, music-driven, pirate stations (BCI, 2006) were on air in Ireland. The distinction between these often smallscale local commercial stations and community radio was not always apparent, even to broadcasters in the stations, with both entities frequently using the word 'community' in their names. Undoubtedly many pirate community stations were very clear on the remit and purpose of community radio and these joined together to form the National Association of Community Broadcasters (NACB) in 1983, which subscribed to the ideals of AMARC, supported aspirant community radio groups and lobbied for the inclusion of community radio in legislation to regulate the sector (Day, 2009: 33) . But when the Radio and Television Act of 1988 established the independent radio sector in Ireland some of the early community stations received local radio licenses and became commercial stations, which further blurred the distinctions between the two entities. This in fact was the history of one of the stations researched for this article, which evolved from a pirate community to a licensed commercial station in 1990 and reverted back to being a community station when it lost its commercial license in 2004. The boundary between commercial and community stations remained porous into the 1990s. When an invitation to apply for community radio licenses was finally issued by the regulator in 1994, this initiation attracted, not just AMARC-style community radio practitioners, but also pirate radio era broadcasters who were interested in gaining a commercial license under 'community' pretenses. This lack of distinction between community and commercial enterprises was not helped by the fact that the issue of the first eleven licenses for community radio in Ireland, were 'adaptations of commercial stations licenses and were not always suitable for the community model' (Day, 2009: 38) . Thus the boundaries between commercial and community radio were historically blurred in Ireland, because of the dominance of the commercial, local pirate radio model, the tendency of these stations to name themselves as community stations, the awarding of commercial licenses to formerly community stations and vice versa and the failure of the regulator to acknowledge early on the unique nature and remit of community radio.
On the community development side, community groups in the stations' catchment areas did not express an understanding of community radio as a social or political resource, saw them only as publicity conduits and failed to understanding the political objectives of community radio. The publicity or training service provision element of community radio was to the forefront of community groups' understandings of the role that it played, and there was very little sense that community radio was about a broader agenda of community empowerment and social change. A representative from one community group in the catchment area of one of the stations noted that the agency had found the station useful in promoting its work and getting messages out in relation to various events it was organising. 'We would ring the station to promote events, we'd have our staff speaking on radio around topics and that's very useful in getting messages out (personal communication)'. The community group did a lot of work with ethnic minority groups and both the Equality Officer and the Ethnic Minority Officer were regularly interviewed on air. The station had also broadcast their events using its mobile outside broadcast unit and, at the request of the group organised a one-day workshop on radio for members of a local youth group 'It was a new opportunity for people who haven't done radio before to engage […] and the station even gave them a chance to go on air […] and some of them did (personal communication)'. This community group clearly viewed its local community station more as a portal for information or training for the community, rather than as a means of providing a voice to people directly.
Moreover, for the most part community activists mainly perceived the community radio stations as indistinct from local commercial operations. One organisation representative did not distinguish between commercial newspapers and community radio and noted that local newspapers still remained the agency's first port of call with regard to publicity for its activities. 'We would still tend to use the local papers more than community radio. I think that's just 'cause we're more used to them […] its easier to email a piece or a report to them […] (personal communication)'. For one radio station the representative of the local community group interviewed was only vaguely aware of the work of the community radio station. Clearly staff and volunteers in the stations need to be more proactive in building links and communicating in direct and effective ways the aims and ethos of their station if they wish to engage with communities outside of the station. This proactivity includes setting out what makes a community radio station distinct from its commercial counterparts, in particular emphasising that the station offers far more to community groups and members than just publicity, the principal function of the station highlighted by representatives interviewed. The fact that community groups did not express an understanding of community radio as a social or political resource signals the fact that there is a basic mismatch between the political objective of democratic participation and empowerment claimed by the international community radio movement and the actual manner in which community radio operates in Ireland. There is a disconnect between radio practitioners' understandings of the objectives that community radio achieves and the actual impacts of community broadcasting as articulated by the community groups that the stations purport to represent, which is limited nearly exclusively to a publicity service model. The failure of community radio stations to advocate for social and political change, as well as the failure of community groups to understand and engage with the transformative capacities of community radio reduces the emancipatory community radio project in Ireland to a publicity 'service' for community groups, with particular consequences for both community empowerment and the public sphere within which community radio risks becoming 'less distinguishable from mainstream media' (Robinson, 1997: 17) .
Conclusion
While community radio internationally claims a very definite objective of working to strengthen communities, to promote popular education and community dialogue and to empower community groups to move towards social justice and progressive social change agendas, this research shows that in Ireland this objective is not overtly articulated by community radio practitioners, despite the fact that the umbrella organisation Craol, commits to 'promote democracy, human rights and sustainability, to engage with social exclusion, and to act as a catalyst for integration and inclusion' (Craol, 2012) . The stations are linked to local community groups only through their publicity 'service' role, rather than through potential roles as catalysts for community empowerment and social change. While philosophically and structurally, community radio in Ireland is 'volunteer-directed, and takes on a wide variety of social aims according to the collective goals of participants' (Elliott, 2010: 8) the understanding of the social benefits that accrue to community radio, as expressed by its practitioners in Ireland, are limited to a service model and the international movement's aim of community emancipation are not either objectives of the community stations in Ireland or benefits that are recognised by the community groups that the stations claim to serve. While community radio stations in Ireland claim to subscribe to the objectives of the international community radio movement, they fail to embody the ideal of acting to facilitate community empowerment, which means that this is not an acknowledged outcome for communities on the ground. This perhaps reduces community radio in Ireland to something of a performance, where the stations are claiming to constitute part of an international movement to generate social and political progress, but where in practice the Irish station exclude this overriding objective of community radio, to empower communities.
Alternatively, perhaps this case raises a question about whether or not community radio has 'failed' if it fails to meet the objectives or ideals set out in the international literature, or rather is it the case that the literature is less than fully relevant to the practice of community radio. This research shows that community radio in Ireland does not fully match the ideals set out in theory, but the key significance of this finding is that the Irish case raises a challenge to researchers of community radio to more fully explore aspects of community radio practice vis à vis its theoretical models. This question can be explored in more detail and more fully addressed if similar research is conducted firstly, in more detail and secondly, across other cases in other states. On that basis then a clearer picture can emerge as to why community radio might 'fail' to prioritise a socio-political agenda. Such research would do much to promote the engagement of community radio with this vitally important aspect of its remit, but it will also force the further refinement of theoretical models of community radio practice, so that the former comes to more realistically explain the latter, the actual practice of community radio on the ground. With regard to the Irish case, if community radio is to be, both a 'genuine community experience and a genuine radio experience' (Barlow & Johnson, 2008: 78) then it does need to move beyond the publicity or service model and begin to engage more with constituent community groups, in order to generate a stronger linkages between the station and the public, to transform the understanding of community radio that exists among constituent groups and to shift from the provision of a mere service to achieve higher levels of community engagement so that the radio stations can become truly the voice of the people.
